Shadow People

There's a growing interest in the phenomenon of shadow people. What are they? Ghosts? Interdimensional beings? Time travelers? No one really knows for sure, only speculation

This seems to be a spreading phenomenon - apparitions that are coming to be known
as "shadow people" or "shadow beings." Perhaps this is an old phenomenon with a new
name that is now being discussed more openly, in part thanks to the Internet. Or maybe
it's a phenomenon that, for some reason, is manifesting with greater frequency and
intensity now.
Those who are experiencing and studying the shadow people phenomenon say that these entities almost
always used to be seen out of the corner of the eye and very briefly. But more and more, people are
beginning to see them straight on and for longer periods of time. Some experiencers testify that they have
even seen eyes, on these shadow beings.
The explanation we get from skeptics and mainstream science- is that it is nothing more than the active
human imagination. It's our minds playing tricks on us... our eyes seeing things in a fraction of a second
that aren't really there - illusions... real shadows caused by passing auto headlights, or some similar
explanation. And without a doubt, these explanations probably can account for some but not all the
experiences that are coming into light now. It is true that the human eye and mind are easily fooled, but it
would be foolish not to take these claims seriously and document it.
Ghost apparitions are almost always a misty white, vaporish or have a decidedly human form and
appearance (very often with discernable "clothing"), shadow beings are much darker and more shadowlike. In general, although the shadow people often do have a human outline or shape, because they are
dark, the details of their appearance is lacking. This is in contrast to many ghost sightings in which the
witness can describe the ghost's facial features, style of clothing and other details. The one detail most
often noted in some shadow being sightings are their glowing eyes.
The dark countenance can leave you with malevolent feelings that are often reported in association with
these creatures has led some researchers to speculate that they may be demonic in nature. This is not
always the case but in many instances it is. We have to wonder what their purpose or intent is in letting
themselves be seen in this manner. No one truly knows the answer to that at this time.
One theory is that the Shadow People are actually spirits whose energy is denser than what we usually
encounter as far as apparitions are concerned. This suggests that they are essentially the same as a
spiritual orb or vortex - just more dense than most. Photographic evidence indicates that orbs and
vortexes with enough density can and do cast shadows, and though we apparently cannot see a Shadow
Person itself with the naked eye, it is a dense enough entity that we can also see the shadow it casts.
Description of Shadow People - Most often shadow people look like living shadows. When you
stand near a wall and a shadow is cast of yourself, this is what shadow people look like, living
shadows. They are most often seen out of the corners of the eyes, or as a fleeting image passing
behind. Sometimes, others see formless translucent black splotches and twirling columns of
murky smoke. More and more they are becoming more tangible, and closer to us.

IN truth there are only theory’s. Remember all we have to do is tell it to go on and mean it! Its
God law not mine. (Try blessing it too to raise your own vibration) Also when dealing with a
situation like this, you always look for the like vibration, that has ATTRACTED it.

VERY VERY IMPORTANT, IF YOU DON’T IDENTIFY THAT ROOT COMMONALITY IT WILL
HAPPEN OVER AND OVER AGAIN.
I have seen shadow people all my life, some I have had fear of and some just come and
go. Leaving a night light on helps because light brings vibration, and shadow people prefer
darkness. Darkness carries much less vibration; that is why we do our circle in the dark, so you
can focus better with out distractions, and your rod shape cells can learn to become more
functional.

